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ABSTRACT
Human-drone interaction is a growing topic of interest within HCI research. Researchers propose many innovative concepts for drone applications, but much of this research does not incorporate knowledge on existing applications already adopted by professionals. This limits the validity of said research. To address this limitation, we present our findings from an in-depth interview study with 10 professional drone pilots. Our participants were armed with significant experience and qualifications – pertinent to both drone operations and a set of applications covering diverse industries. Our findings have resulted in design recommendations that should inform both ends and means of human-drone interaction research. These include, but are not limited to: safety-related protocols, insights from domain-specific use cases, and relevant practices outside of hands-on flight.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile devices;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human-Drone Interaction (HDI) is a growing topic of interest in HCI research [4, 5, 8, 42]. The emerging use of drones is already affecting society and different types of practices. Drones are now an integrated part of some work practices (see Figure 1), services and leisure activities. Being knowledgeable about the nature of such everyday technological practices is important for the CHI community, in order to produce relevant research. So far, drones have been investigated in domain areas such as sports and well-being [27, 28, 35], construction and structure inspection [17, 41], rescue operations [1, 19, 39], accessibility [3], smart homes and companionship [20, 30], logistics [11]. However, an overall account of professional perspectives of drone practices is missing.

A significant body of the HDI research within HCI is intervention- al: researchers introduce new artifacts to address particular design challenges or opportunities. These conceptual and visionary investigations are worthwhile contributions, but they share a common limitation: success and scalability for the many proposed use cases is dependent on technological advances or design innovations that are extrinsic to the investigation at hand. Thus, for example, the majority of empirical studies on autonomous drones are performed via Wizard of Oz (WoZ) procedures, with piloted drones (i.e. the implementation of the proposed autonomous functionality is beyond current means); and some with no physical drones at all. From recent HDI literature reviews [4, 42], it appears that only a small number of empirical HDI research publications describe the

1We use the term “drone” to refer to flying robots. While the quadcopter form factor is mostly common in current drone applications, we do not exclude other forms of drones, e.g. blimp and winged designs.
details of piloting procedures or how safety measures and liability protection are implemented in studies with co-located drones.

The trajectory of current HDI research suggests that the research community may benefit from a perspective covering real-world, practical, and professional considerations relevant for drones. Although they are not as ubiquitous in everyday life as artifacts like smartphones or cars, pilot-operated drones are used in a wide range of commercial and hobbyist applications, utilized by many professionals and enthusiasts on a daily basis. These use cases include, but are not limited to, photography, racing, construction, police work, forestry, infrastructure inspection, emergency response, and agriculture. The experiences and wisdom of professional drone users, the perspective of those most knowledgeable and practiced in the actual piloting of drones, should yield insights that contribute to HDI research. In the absence of this perspective, HDI research runs the risk of disputes with respect to the ecological validity of research results, as well as the validity of many guiding assumptions and scenarios. As a result, for example, the impacts of interventional concepts on bystanders and other stakeholders might be misguided. As this paper will show, the input from professional practitioners may also corroborate and inform considerations relevant to novel HDI concepts.

Towards this end, we present an interview study with 10 pilots who habitually fly drones for professional purposes. The goal with the study was to learn about how these professionals describe their practices and priorities. As we articulate below, these pilots have experience and expertise in using drones in real-world context, interacting with diverse stakeholders and bystanders, responding to tactical risks, taking account of regulations, and more. They have received systematic training on drones and aviation. They have a direct and rich perception of what is needed, accomplished, and lacking in the current HDI designs. To the best of our knowledge, this work has not been carried out before, in particular by characterizing drone pilots’ state of practice and relating it to the state of the art in HDI research; with the purpose to identify opportunities, constraints, and best practices that may inform HDI research. Thus, the novel contribution of this paper is two-fold:

1. We present a rare account of the experiences and expertise of professional drone pilots in a variety of industries. We describe their practices, education, and priorities.
2. We extract insights to inform HDI research and design, from the aforementioned account. We reveal opportunities and directions for future HDI research and give design recommendations. We observe that the state of practice and the state of HDI research often diverge, and we offer a resource for HDI researchers who may wish to align with the state of practice.

2 RELATED WORK
Related literature that addresses HDI considerations in practice is sparse and, in this section, we shed-light on the few related studies that investigated drones in real world contexts. We specify how our work builds on the related work.
Resta [33] reports on a tactical analysis for how drones might be useful in five disaster scenarios, while Brennan et al. [7] discuss HDI use cases for remote collaboration and design concerns for “wilderness search and rescue” operations. These works articulate the value of drones in tactical operations in different use scenarios, but do not report on pilots’ experiences in handling such situations in their practice.

Moreover, Wang et al. [46] have interviewed a “diversified set” of 16 participants who received a brief presentation on drone functions and capabilities, as well as privacy scenarios. Participants were concerned about drones peeking and stalking (physical privacy), and recording and sharing information (information privacy). Moreover, the participants would like to see that regulation would make it illegal to fly drones without integrity adaptations. Participants also suggested that drones used by the police should have specific color, to signify purposes or ownership in order to be trusted. Our study exemplifies how professional drone pilots are much less concerned about privacy, but follow regulations and care for safety. We also show that different types of signage to signify the professional practice and involvement of stakeholders (such as the police) was essential.

On the other hand, Yao et al. [48] conducted an interview study with 12 drone controllers to investigate their perception and practices in relation to privacy concerns. Their study revealed several findings in the context of privacy, however, they did not investigate general practices of drone pilots outside the scope of privacy. Moreover, the range of pilot experiences, education, or professions that the interviewees represent is also unclear. It appears that these pilots were mostly hobbyists, while in our work, we focus on understanding professional pilots that have experience in controlling drones in the field of their expertise. Similarly, in another study, Yao et al. [49] conducted an online study with 169 pilots and 717 bystanders to gauge an understanding on how privacy mechanisms are perceived. In contrast, we chose to adopt an interview-based approach, similar to [48], to conduct in-depth and semi-structured interviews, providing us with rich data on how experienced professionals articulate their own priorities.

Hildebrand [16] reports on 8 interviews, ethnographic fieldwork and cyber-ethnographies on hobbyist drone pilots (photographers and videographers), aiming to “situate” their practices “alongside people, things, and data in physical and virtual spheres”. The study reveals that some hobby pilots pay attention to follow regulations, and make on site considerations for safety and respect of others (such as flying early to avoid other people). Hildebrand also describes how pilots engage in atmospheric relations (e.g. weather and satellite), geographic relations (e.g. power lines) and mobile relations (e.g. classifications of drones), which are affected by regulatory relations. This is something that resonates with our study, clarifying how professional pilots carefully plan and conduct missions with a variety of considerations, such as safety and regulations.

Khan and Neustaedter [21, 22] have done an exploratory study to collect the opinions of laypeople and firefighters to reveal potentials of how drones might assist the work of firefighters. The firefighters were positive about using drones in situations involving hazardous material, or to detect chemicals with sensors, representing risky situations. Using a drone to capture a scene was also considered beneficial. Similarly, our study reveals how the value of drones typically concerns adding value to an existing practice, such as providing a safer alternative to dangerous tasks, or providing an overview of a work situation.

More recently, Tezza et al. [43] have surveyed 515 first-person-view (FPV) pilots to uncover preferences and to “give human-drone interaction researchers an understanding of the FPV community and how pilots interact with the drones” [43]. They concentrate on FPV flying as a hobby, while we focus on professionally motivated applications.

Finally, from the related work and our observations, we have identified a research gap and an opportunity to contribute to the HDI community by investigating drone pilots’ practices in professional contexts. As we present our results below, we highlight relations and comparisons with related work, and give design recommendations for HDI research.

## 3 STUDY DESCRIPTION

We conducted an interview study to characterize the practices and priorities of professional drone pilots—the state of practice in professional HDI. Moreover, we were interested in comparing this state of practice and professional future outlook to the state of the art in HDI research. Thus we aimed to identify opportunities, constraints, and best practices that may inform both ends and means in HDI research and design.

All interviews were conducted during the summer of 2020, via video-conferencing. Before settling on interviews as our research method, we also considered ethnographic observation and online surveys. We preferred interviews to get more qualitative data and ask follow up questions. Furthermore, surveys that revealed various quantifiable features of the civilian drone landscape exist already (e.g. [13, 43, 49]), while qualitative aspects – e.g. how pilots describe their own practices and experiences, and the meanings they make from them [36] – called for further investigation. The other possibility, in situ ethnographic observations, was desirable, but was not feasible as the goal was to have a diverse set of pilots that operated in different contexts, also including a variety of countries.

We iteratively developed a set of 23 questions for the interviews. The process included: discussions among the research team; discussions with drone pilots with whom we were acquainted; comparisons to previous HDI research, as well as other HCI, design, and human factors research where interviews were utilized (e.g. [12, 14, 15, 23, 34, 44, 47]; and consulting methodological resources (e.g. [10]). We aimed to achieve a mix of very basic questions which requested descriptions of practices, priorities, anecdotes; questions about pilots’ future outlook; and questions which followed from HDI research, aiming to uncover how the state of practice compares to research trends. Some of our questions addressed a combination of these aims. The final question set is given on Table 2, covering five primary categories: pilot demographics and experience, flight contexts and use cases, drone behavior and functions, pilot practices, and business.

### 3.1 Participants and Demographics

Participant recruitment comprised reaching out on opportunistic sampling, looking for alumni of drone piloting education programs,
trawling our professional networks, and posting on online communities. Snowball sampling was also utilized, as some participants recommended other participants. We observed the maximal variation principle [31], looking for individuals from different work contexts (conditions) and from different countries (location), to see if there were shared patterns across the cases. We corresponded with and screened 26 candidate participants for our interview study, interviewed 11 people, and analyzed 10 interviews. All of the interviewees in our final set of 10 participants considered themselves to be professional drone pilots, and all 10 had at least one year of first-hand, hands-on experience habitually (e.g. at least around once per week) piloting drones for professional purposes. They were considered as expert users, and our small sample size was intentional, as we prioritized “thick data” and “depth” over breadth in the study [10]. Overall, the number of participants needed for a qualitative study depends on when saturation is reached, which is affected by the research question, the empirical material, and data analysis [37]. Furthermore, previous studies of expert users have reached an acceptable result from about 5-10 participants e.g. ([32], [40]), which supported the set up with 10 expert users.

The ages of our participants ranged from 22 to 54. They were located and operating professionally in 5 different countries: Australia, China, Norway, Sweden, and the USA. Thus, a wide range of legal and business environments are represented in their professional experiences. Table 1 and Table 3 consolidate this information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1 China</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Tech Lead</td>
<td>Aerial Data Analytics Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2 Sweden</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Photographer, Filmmaker</td>
<td>Self-employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3 Sweden</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Drone Ops Consultant for Forestry</td>
<td>Self-employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4 California, USA</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Photographer, Filmmaker, Data Analyst</td>
<td>Self-employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5 Sweden</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Police Inspector</td>
<td>Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F6 California, USA</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Drone Cinematographer, Teacher</td>
<td>Drone Manufacturer and Services Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F7 China</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Drone Services Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F8 Norway</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Operations Manager</td>
<td>Energy Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F9 Australia</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Drone Ops Consultant</td>
<td>Self-employed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F10 Sweden</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Rock inspector, Geologist</td>
<td>Engineering, design and advisory firm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“self-employed.” Though we may not speculate about the larger population based on our small sample, this proportion of self-employed professionals is drastically larger compared to 2019 OECD data for self-employment rates in Australia (9.7%), Norway (6.5%), Sweden (9.8%) and the USA (6.1%).

One interviewee was excluded from the final analysis as their level of experience in piloting was found to not satisfy the recruitment criteria as a professional drone pilot (i.e. having at least one year of habitual professional flying experience).

3.2 Data collection and Analysis

Semi-structured interviews were conducted by three of the authors, over one-on-one video conferencing between the interviewee and the author. We followed the same protocol with each participant, going through all questions on Table 2 in the given order, but also posing follow-ups and revisiting questions as necessary, based on the information revealed to us. Interviews were recorded and usually transcribed automatically and then corrected by the author who conducted the interview. Three interviews (held in Swedish) were instead transcribed with a transcription service, and then automatically translated and corrected by the author who conducted the interview. Notes were taken during the interview to support the transcription, and clarifying annotations were made on the transcripts when necessary.

The interviews typically lasted about 1 hour (ranged from 43 minutes to 1 hour and 20 minutes). Each participant signed an informed consent, and received gift a voucher from an online book store worth approximately 40 USD.

Two of the authors (henceforth “we”) conducted an inductive thematic analysis [6] using MaxQDA 2020 [25, 26]. We familiarized with the material by listening to the recordings and reading the transcripts. Line-by-line coding of the first transcript was done collaboratively, to generate and discuss initial codes without any explicit protocol. This was an open discussion, where lines in the interview data were coded and collated into potential themes. This

set the basis for the rest of the analysis, with deliberate efforts to build an initial code structure while still allowing for addition of new codes and restructuring the hierarchy of codes.

Afterwards, we (two of the authors) took turns to code transcripts individually. The coding researcher also entered annotations on coding considerations (i.e. why a particular line was coded in a particular way) and reflections (e.g. common and specific findings, potential themes). After coding each transcript, the coding researcher shared the set of codes with the second researcher. All codes were refined through discussions centering on the most recent analysis, and all previously analyzed transcripts were reviewed to add any new codes. Thus, previous codes were continuously cross-checked with additions. The annotations served to keep track of the analysis, accelerating each iteration. After aligning our views on all transcripts we started to code another transcript. This iterative process continued until the entire data set had been coded and analyzed.

A synthesis process followed the coding. We reviewed the codes by reading the related excerpts, and reflected on patterns, themes and differences. We also used the MaxQDA “code relations browser” to reveal the “thematic map” of the analysis – a visualisation of relationships between codes which identifies their co-occurrences [26].

4 RESULTS
This section presents our findings from interviews with professional drone pilots, reported with two ends in mind: First, to contribute a description of the state of practice; second, to compare this state of practice to the state of the art in HDI research, highlighting opportunities, constraints, and best practices to inform HDI research.

Our findings are organized in six subsections below. We (1) clarify the business purposes and value proposals relevant to professional drones; (2-4) describe pilots’ pre-flight, flight, and post-flight workflows; (5) report on the experiences of our pilots, how they learn their craft, and how they use drones outside work; and (6) share their future outlook and expectations. For concision and clarity, implications for HDI research are given together with the findings.

4.1 Purpose and Value of Professional Drone Applications
Our interviews illuminate the character of and considerations for how drones create value in multiple industries. HDI researchers who wish to investigate commercial applications may follow these accounts.

From a technology perspective, in professional applications, drones are primarily imaging devices. The purpose of virtually all professional drone missions is data capture: still photos, videos, or 3D models. Thus, the ways in which drones are valuable for professional use co-evolves with other technical fields, e.g. computer vision and graphics.

None of our pilots brought up any own usage where drones perform as actuators rather than sensors. Conversely, a wealth of HDI research proposes drone movements [18, 27], drone-mounted lights, projection, or displays [9, 24, 38]; and robotic components [2, 30] where drones can be understood as actuators. In this way,
HDI research and the state of industrial practices revealed in this paper seem to diverge.

From a business perspective, drone missions are often industry-specific. Drones typically facilitate or add value to an existing process, but for P3 this was still perceived as a revolution for the industry.

4.1.1 Value to Industries: Cost, Safety, Effectiveness, and Convenience. A prominent mode of how drones create value is by drastically impacting the cost or effectiveness of an existing business process. Examples include:

- Radical cost reduction (incl. time cost), e.g. in cinematography and police operations, replacing helicopters.
- Increasing safety, e.g. in inspection of hazardous environments.
- Increasing effectiveness, e.g. in surveying, providing better precision and accuracy over ground-based methods.
- Decreasing intrusiveness, e.g. in inspection of wildlife in forests and oceans.

Even if the majority of these are improvements over existing concerns, these can still be a great value creation in business. For the pilot in forestry (P3), drones were expressed to enable revolution in the forestry industry.

An example where safety is the foremost value dimension is power line inspections; where historically, people had to climb high voltage towers. Often, safety and speed are improved in tandem, as in P3’s forestry work: forest terrain can be studied in person over many hours, while being at risk of snake or insect bites, in a wet environment. Using a drone, P3 visits five sites in one working day, rather than just one, and feels safe while doing it. P10, a geologist who inspects quarries and roadside slopes, gives a similar example: “I would say that we use drones to go where we don’t want to risk humans. Like if it’s a risk of rocks falling, to look at those places, to see if there is a larger risk of rockfall. So it can get quite close and you can see. We will not send a human there and camera with a lot of zoom is not enough, so the drone is perfect for those. And sometimes there is rockfall. Which can take down the drone.”

P10’s engineering use cases also highlight the use of drones as imaging devices. One task that he takes up is inspecting roadside slopes, calculating probabilities and magnitudes of rockfall. They build 3D models and terrain maps, which inform reinforcement work. Similarly, P1 calculates earthwork at construction sites via photogrammetry – a task historically done manually over weeks or months. Drones images also improve the accuracy and reliability of these calculations, and allow access to challenging areas, e.g. dense vegetation. A reliable 3D model, produced with the drone, also saves many stakeholders from traveling to the site.

Different value propositions (e.g. time, cost, safety, new imaging perspectives) can combine into new workflows in a single use case. For example, in structural inspections, scaffolding may need to be constructed and later taken down. P8 obviates this work at oil refineries: “You can use drones to go to inspect areas that is normally not available for personnel when the production is going on. If you’re going to send people in, you have to shut down the platform... So you can use drones to go to inspect areas that is normally not available for personnel when the production is going. And it can really decrease the use of scaffolding. Use of scaffolding is very expensive.”

The results from drone missions may also be used to minimize hazards for workers, as P8 notes: “Let’s say there is a large steel structure, and there is a man on the structure that needs to be inspected, and we need to look for the integrity of all the bolts and nuts and surface conditions, regarding corrosion, cracking in the weld. Sometimes the client wants us to look for dropped objects, or potential dropped objects, [...] a wrench or a screwdriver has been forgotten in the infrastructure that can possibly fall down.”

Truly novel value creation centers on being able to reach a previously inaccessible environment with a versatile imaging device, as P9 articulates “We have a person who’s been looking at detecting old land mines from heat signatures so rescue scenarios, not putting people into these things. So the whole range of things where drones are coming in and people are becoming a buck step. A lot of the time for safety reasons.” And though the physical nature of aerial imaging might be novel, it often connects to existing business concerns:

- In forestry, there are a lot of contractors who work, there are fellers, and there are machine operators, and someone buys timber and it has to be transported out of the forest, and so on. Then it can also be partly for the landowner to document that: “I am not happy with this job. There are folds here that have become clogged. There are logs here.”
- Then the landowner may take pictures with drones and send the contractor. And even the opposite, a contractor can say: “Now we have done what we can.” Many forest owners are certified and have a set of rules to follow, then they can show: “When we left this forest area, we followed everything according to the certification. Here is the documentation.” So, photo and film from drones, which shows clearly. Then they are covered. [P3]

Some applications are linked closely to peripheral technologies, e.g. computer graphics, and machine learning. P6 works with real estate, where they were working on combining 3D exterior drone maps with 3D interior scans of commercial real estate. This way, stakeholders would be able to take “virtual tours” where both exteriors and interiors are connected and appear realistic.

A design recommendation for HDI research: Carefully consider existing values, such as imaging, in industry to develop functionalities and applications of drones. The corollary from our findings is that there are niche opportunities for HDI research and applications within existing business concerns, across industries and problem domains. Current HDI research concentrates on hobby applications, assistive technologies, and tactical scenarios like firefighting or search and rescue. The focus is often using drones as actuators. Conversely, in commercial drone applications across traditional industries like construction, forestry, and infrastructure; significant value is created with drones as imaging devices.

4.1.2 Value to Individual Pilots: Extending Industry Expertise. An argument repeated frequently was that most value created by pilots comes from application-specific knowledge, rather than piloting skill. The value of drones as a tool serving existing industry concerns cuts across disciplines: real-estate, police, rock inspection, forestry, mining, film-making, photography and more. P3 described how forestry offices throughout Sweden are supposed to have at
least one drone. She took up flying drones after her education in forest science, which also covered digitisation in the forest industry. Even P6, a drone cinematographer who prides himself on his advanced piloting skills, corroborates:

In the beginning, in the early days of the commercial drone industry, people believed that if you are a pilot, that you have all this inherent value. And then (...) companies started figure out – these things are actually pretty easy to fly. “I’m going to teach my guy, who knows exactly what I want to do with this data. I’ll teach him, get him certified” (...) I tell people, it’s not really about that you’re flying, it’s really taking this ability to fly commercially, and adding it to what you already do. That’s what’s going to bring value to you. My line of work is really in the cinematography world. So a lot of it has to do with video. I’ve been a Director of Photography over 15 years, and I’ve been doing that for a long time.

P4, though he is primarily a fine art photographer, made the same argument:

Pilots hope to generate a revenue or build a business around drones are forgetting that it’s not about drones. It’s about an industry and its problems. And if drones solves the problem, then they will be adopted. Drones have clear positive results for companies in terms of return on investment, time savings, cost cutting, safety of the employees…

Vis-à-vis the observation that high-value drone pilots have industry-specific expertise, piloting skills also seem to transfer across industries. In addition to her work in forestry, P3 had worked as a journalist specializing in drone missions, documenting fairs and events. Similarly, P9 had experience of drones in multiple industries, such as mining, film-making and photography, and P4, P6 and P7 had experience of teaching and photography.

A design recommendation for HDI research: Consider that professional pilots are foremost experts of a specific business and its values - piloting is second. Firstly, professional drone pilots are experts of a specific business, and secondly, they also fly drones in that business. The findings suggest there are fertile opportunities for application-specific HDI research and development, and also for investigating universal piloting tools and capabilities.

Typically, drone technology is operated in a very specific context, with a specific purpose, and drones are only used to add value to an existing business or operation.

4.2 Workflow: Planning and Preparing

In this section we describe the workflow of pilot practices. In this context, a large proportion of pilots’ efforts are spent on planning and preparing. This is interesting, as most HDI research addresses tactical flight rather than strategic planning [4, 42]. The workflow of a typical drone mission, based on our participants’ accounts, is illustrated in Figure 2.

4.2.1 Off-site Planning. Pilots invest significant time in planning missions. The vast majority of this work is desk research, done off-site. The details and ordering of work items vary between people and industries; but we were able to compile a typical planning workflow, given below.

(1) Initial engagement with client. Planning begins upon being contacted by a client, where they discuss the purpose and needs of the operation, to be on the same page, as P4 describes: “So I put this in a couple-page document and send it to the clients, ask them if anything is missing, so that when I’m on the spot, on the day for when I’m shooting, there’s no missing information. So giving them a basically a full flight plan of what I’m going to do, how long it’s going to take, the insurance that I have, the angles that I plan to cover, any waivers... Depending on the industry that they are working in, the tasks are inherently different.” At this stage, the pilot has an idea of purpose, location, and specific spots of interest. Most missions are planned to be conducted outside, at daytime.

(2) Location specifics. Pilots use various software, maps, and websites to get information about the site. They assess feasibility and risk considerations. For example, are there any restricted areas nearby, such as airports or prisons? Are there power lines or other strong magnetic influences nearby? Is the terrain flat or mountainous? Are there obstructions, natural or artificial? (“And then I search manually as well... Obstacles, masts, bird nests, trees and so, nearby.” [P5]) Pilots may be concerned about the presence of the bystanders. It might be required to block the area, set up certain signage, or use some other means of communication to inform people – to ensure the safety of bystanders and drones.

(3) Airspace. Stakeholders relevant to the airspace must be informed as necessary. P4 says: “As you know, helicopters, they can enter and they do fly through uncontrolled airspace as well, which is generally where I fly: So, it’s good practice to look at planned flights in your area as well as to report what you’re going to do in that area to other airmen.” This may involve reviewing information sources, and contacting stakeholders. P9 exemplifies: “[We may need] permission of any land owners... We’ve had to put in our own NOTAM (a notice to airmen), let other aircraft know that there’s a UAV operating in the area.” This might mean that pilots have to file a lot of paperwork or consents from different authorities, as P6 recounts: “The film commission, the City and County of San Francisco, the police department, the fire department, the Port Authority, the Coast Guard, Parks... Like, all of those authorities have to sign off on our stuff. So it’s about creating a document that everyone looks at and goes ‘Okay. These guys know what they’re doing. I’m okay with it.’”

(4) Equipment, Procedures and Parameters. Pilots decide on their equipment, procedures, and parameters. What route should the drone follow to take the pictures and videos? Several planned the route and overall mission to allow batteries to be switched at appropriate times, making sure to not run out as battery time is affected by wind etc. P10 always made sure that 25 percent of the battery would be left, after autonomous routes. What speed, height, direction, camera angle should the drone keep during the mission for the best shot? Where are the possible takeoff and landing points with good signal coverage? Often, a constellation of software and data answers these questions, including 3D models [P8], blueprints...
Figure 2: Overview of a typical drone mission. Planning, data, and business tasks seem to comprise most of the work for drone pilots.

[10], and/or Google Earth [6]. Pilots choose a specific drone from their fleet, depending on an interplay of factors like flight conditions, altitude, size, weight, payload, cost, and risks. Pilots – like P3, who only owns a smaller drone – might have to rent specific equipment at times, e.g. when a bigger drone is required to carry a specific payload. At times, they might also need to build or customize their equipment, which P8 illustrates: “We use some drones that are specialized for internal inspections in vessels. So that is, drones [with a] 360 [degree] cage around it. And we also have a bigger inspection drone that we have parachutes on, with the different cameras connected to it.”

(5) Weather. Pilots always check forecasts before a mission, and continue watching the weather during flight. Even if some had experience of flying between rain showers when the weather was unstable, rain (or snow) and strong winds are hazardous and were avoided by all pilots.

(6) Privacy. Privacy was not an issue that figured into planning or was raised as an issue by the pilots. Still, they were aware that privacy could potentially be an issue. P9 recounted from an experience in real estate photography: “You’re filming in a completely different perspective and they see it in the air. They think you are spying on them.” Some expressed that they made special configurations to avoid problems if potential bystanders would appear and have considerations about the mission. When privacy does figure in planning, it often has a regulatory or legal basis, or grounding in their prior experience. P9’s policy when flying in urban settings is to “certainly, as a policy, contact the police beforehand, and inform the police of the operation. So if they get a call, they already know.” In Europe, regulations also come into play. In P3’s experience, “It’s with the GDPR, so you have to inform then if it is the case that people happen to end up in the picture, for example, if I am scanning a building. Then you must also inform about it before, so those who pass the area have the opportunity to take another road or avoid entering the zone where there is a risk that they come in the picture.”

Design recommendations for HDI research: Develop an inclusive infrastructure for pilots. The findings suggests the necessity of developing an inclusive infrastructure that can scaffold a range of preparatory tasks by extracting, integrating, synthesizing and presenting critical information from various sources for targeted drone missions. The infrastructure should also provide decision support regarding route-planning and preliminary risk assessment in pursuit of a wider margin of safety.

4.2.2 On-site Preparations. Despite careful planning, many factors may require pilots to adapt to a current situation to reduce the risk to the drones and people. For example, regardless of the weather forecast, weather conditions must be kept under watch. Other possible disruptions must also be checked on-site, e.g. obstacles and magnetic influence nearby. Electronic interference may influence the compass and other instruments on the drone, decreasing the precision of flight controls. P8 describes how “before [they] do the flight, [they] have to look for transformers, radars, antennas and other equipment that has strong magnetic fields. [They] have to make sure there is no offshore cranes that are doing lifting in the area that we have a drone.”

Several pilots would inform other stakeholders (including bystanders) on-site, before and during flight. They used various means, including yelling, signage, and notes placed on their vehicles. (This corroborates a research direction proposed in recent work, to investigate environmental signage in drone aviation [4].)

So once we have done pre-flight checks, we will pull the drone in position, get it ready to take off. Then we announce very loudly, very conspicuously, that the Drone is getting ready to go. Typically that’s our [visual observer] yelling to everyone “drone is going up!” and you get everyone clear [6].

We will use, you know, the yellow clothes that shows that we are construction workers, and really try to show that we are holding the controls of the drones. So everyone that can see the drone will have the possibility to see the pilot too. And at some places when we’ve been out, construction sites would put up signs saying that there
Pre-flight checks, sometimes with written checklist, are performed to ensure all components of the drone are in good condition. These involve going through "everything on the floor, visual inspection... checking telemetry and connections between the RC controller and actual drone" [P8]. P7 and colleagues "check the mechanical parts to ensure the connection is normal, check if bearing, transmission shaft, and motors make abnormal sound, if the propeller surface is clean and smooth, if any screws are loose, if the landing gear is normal..."

Design recommendation for HDI research: Support on-site preparations that include final checks, communication, signage and signaling to improve safety. The findings suggest that risk assessment is a priority and expertise dimension for pilots, which should be an indispensable part of the design of the drones and their underlying infrastructure. While very few research publications report how risk assessment, safety, liability protection, and similar concerns are implemented in HDI experiments [4], this study reveals that risk assessment is a main constituent of professional drone piloting work, forming as a critical basis for design. The practitioners wish to do and are expected to foresee, recognize, and avert hazards that may damage people, the drone, or other assets, on site. An inclusive infrastructure that can scaffold a range of preparatory tasks by extracting, integrating, synthesizing and presenting critical information from various sources for targeted drone missions could be helpful. There is a need for flexibility and resilience to even unanticipated hazards and risks (such as weather). Moreover, communication must remain ongoing during drone missions, with complementing signage on operators and their team, on the drone, and in the setting.

4.3 In Flight: Safety and Hazard Response

Safety came up frequently in all interviews. Safety is the primary concern – pre-flight (per the above account of planning and preparation) and during flight. Here, we present the main issues and considerations that came up regarding safety.

4.3.1 Signal Integrity and Batteries. Signal loss or distortion (between drone and control) is a common technical issue that had jeopardized several drone operations, and was raising safety concerns among the pilots. The signal may break down completely, or disturbances can affect precision and stability of flight controls. This can result in a dangerous and stressful situation, as P4 pointed out: "We were basically flying next to a highway in Los Angeles, close to a highway but not over it, where there was a little hill that was between me and the drone. And I lost contact... Lost complete contact over a Los Angeles highway with a slightly larger drone than I use. I started freaking out." Recording a "home point" for the drone to return upon catastrophic signal loss was a common precaution for several pilots, which saved P4 in this situation. Similarly, knowing that batteries were about to run out could also result in a stressful situation. P9 described that: "if you’re flying in the higher wind, that’s obviously drain through your battery quicker'. Design recommendation for HDI research: Support pilots to estimate the risk of signal loss and battery drain for missions in different types of conditions.

4.3.2 Focus and Division of Labor. Even if drones to some extent can fly almost entirely autonomously, this was typically not the situation for the professional pilots in the study. Some autonomous features were used occasionally by most; only P1 did several missions entirely autonomously. However, all missions still demanded attention. Thus, focus is an important quality to cultivate and prepare for, also when using autonomous features. P6 compares it to martial arts:

"It’s been, kind of, compared to martial artists (…) When you’re in the air, you have to be that focused, and that intense, to maintain whatever it is that you’re doing (...) So I try to create an environment where we are hyper focused on what we’re doing, so we’re safe and we’re professional, and then once we land we can all kind of go back to our normal selves. [When flying autonomously:] "I can stop and I can talk to people. I don’t have to worry about it." That’s a really bad habit to have for a lot of new pilots... The Drone helps, assisting in flying, makes him feel like a better pilot than they are. And therefore they take a lot of things for granted. And for us, with higher stakes, we pay a lot of money for insurance, that kind of thing. We know, every second we’re in the air we’re held accountable. So we don’t take anything lightly. Therefore it’s really important that we set up cones (…) We let people know that, “look, this is a serious operation. Just hang in there with us. We’re happy to talk with you. But right now we’re very focused.”

Focus can often be interrupted by bystanders who approach pilots because they are curious or interested. Engaging with people while piloting should be avoided at all times. Multiple participants noted that they always fly as a team of two or more, where one colleague takes on the duty of interacting with people who approach. According to P3: “Most people are extremely curious, so it is completely hopeless to work at an event where there are a lot of people, because people are constantly coming forward and want to talk. Eh, that’s why I never work alone at such events, so we are always two, because the one who flies just flies and has full focus on the drone and the other receives everyone who wants to ask a thousand questions.” The duties of these team members are in fact various, including looking at checklists and documents, observing environments, operating certain components on the drone, and watching the equipment:

Typically, for us, it’s pilot, sensor operator, and visual observer. When the drone’s in the air the pilot and the sensor operator are focused in on the app. The visual observer is supposed to keep his eye on the machine, but they’re also aware of our environment, watching the gear, that kind of thing. And so that person is also kind of in charge of crowd control. [P6]

We might have somebody operating the radio, while somebody else is speaking to the control tower, while somebody else is flying the drone. Or if we’re flying where you’re getting to the limit of your vision, when we’re doing the agricultural job, for instance, I could still just see the drone, but you’re flying to the end of
the paddock, and you are getting near trees. Then we position an observer down that end, and you will be contacted by two-way radio, to make sure that your depth perception of where the drone is in relation to any obstacles, you know diminishes as you go further. [P9]

A notable exception was P4’s approach in his artistic work, which diverges from the other practices: “I personally love shooting alone. If I’m really focused. Just like any other job, other people around, you get distracted. But also I love showing, having people look over my shoulder, explaining them the technology how it works, is also I think something I like to do. Kids love it. Places where I’ve been to on vacation where I fly, getting exotic, you know, views like in Spain or Costa Rica. I’ve had people just, like, flock around me. So the first few minutes I had like a couple people around, maybe like a family and a kids in Costa Rica. I remember 10 minutes later, there were 30 people around me because I could see just incredible stuff.”

Design recommendation for HDI research: Consider that drone piloting conducted without a partner or a team can be difficult and unsafe, for example due to bystanders. Professionals’ concerns and practices around how to maintain focus, show the necessity to distribute cognition and divide work in a team, to manage piloting and achieve needed communication with bystanders etc. This should inform future work, also for autonomous drones. Communicating drone state and intentions to bystanders is a research interest in HDI [18, 45]. Future work may investigate and pick up inspirations from existing practices around how drone-flying teams prefer to operate.

4.3.3 Noise. Noise from a drone does not appear to hinder professional work. P9 stated: “It’s obviously, I would say generally, not an issue.” P5 had “not noticed that it has affected [them] in any way negatively.” P8 noted that many of their work environments were already noisy, and drone noise does add to it very much. Unexpectedly, some pilots even brought up cases where noise was a positive factor, understood as a reduced risk. P1, working in populated industrial areas in China, said that noise can be helpful. “One reason is that the noise will keep the workers in the construction site alert. Another reason is that the management would want the workers to know that their work performance is being monitored.” However, P10, working at construction sites in Norway, was instead concerned that noise could distract workers at construction sites, and lead to dangerous situations occurring in their normal job. For the police [P5], noise facilitates certain missions: “when we chase, for example... looking for people who may have run out into the terrain and stay away, that then they... they feel observed, regardless of whether we see them or not, they think that we are up there. It can have an effect that we want.”

From this perspective, noise is not necessarily a problem. However, pilots agreed that the noise can become an issue for bystanders or wildlife. P4 had this first hand: “I was flying outside, or on the border of the national forest, and a very sporty environmentalist woman came over and said, ‘this is so annoying. The noise is bad. It’s actually bad for the birds.’ So she seemed to hate it, as well as she cared about the environment, so she didn’t want me to fly there.” On the other hand, noise generated by drones is a significant issue for many HDI research prototypes [4], but the exact interpretations and attitudes of stakeholders to noise varies between applications. In recent HDI research, drone sound has been reported as dimension of the user experience [27]. Design recommendation for HDI research: Drone noise concerns safety issues, power relations, and other interests among stakeholders and bystanders. The findings above indicate that sound as a phenomenon goes beyond user perceptions, revealing power relations and safety considerations of drone use.

4.3.4 Work Demands. Safety is the primary concern for pilots. But at the same time meeting business needs and delivering images at the necessary quality is also important. This clearly suggests another extra layer of complexity in a professional drone’s work practice. Clear communication with the stakeholders is essential. Some pilots also have an arsenal of creative tactics developed with experience, to satisfy client demands while being cautious:

What people want and what you can do as an operator are two totally different things. So we have to explain to the people and say, “Look, you know, I want to be safe. I want to get what you want.” At the same time, you’re not going to risk too much for the sake of your shot. So we just try to maintain a good level of professionalism, and try to keep the client happy. [P6]

I was in a school where they wanted to get the kids all lined up, to make a 60 by all lining up together, make 6-0 on the ground, and they wanted a photo of that. So we obviously couldn’t get right over the top of them, but moving back and using a lens to make it look as though you were closer... I guess you just got to be a little bit conscious of other techniques, that you can make it look as though you’re close, but not be as close. [P9]

There are jobs which demand high-risk maneuvers for the drone. This means pushing the limit of the balance between safety and needs. Some examples are found in cinematography: dynamic camera movements with a heavy drone, carrying expensive equipment exemplified by [P2] and [P6], and flying manually at high speed to film car races, exemplified by [P2]. Such jobs may require investing in niche skills and equipment. P2 had acquired and now explored flying with a custom racing drone to get longer shots of speeding cars. Overall, diverse concerns and stakeholders are involved in the work of pilots, posing challenges on their work demands. Design recommendation for HDI research: Consider proactive design and communication strategies for hazard prevention in high risk maneuvers. Drone failure can be costly both in terms of the equipment, but also the safety of users and bystanders. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to consider a wide pool of possible hazards in missions and support pilots to communicate those to stakeholders and find alternative solutions to avoid high risks.

4.4 Post-mission: Data Handling

Handling data from a mission – processing, analysis, and reporting – extends the scope of pilots’ work. Some pilots [e.g. P1, P8, P10] work within organizations with specific processes to handle the data. Some [e.g. P2, P3] often handle the entire workflow, up until the final deliverable. The involvement of pilots post-mission can
be hands-on, as the job calls for their domain expertise (e.g. P10 as a geologist). Some might hand over the data to another team altogether (e.g. P6, as a director of photography who passes the data, in a particular format, to the editor). There are also missions with almost no data handling, only real-time monitoring and basic imaging. Police work is an example, comprising search missions or very basic photography that does not require post-processing [P5]. And though they acknowledge domain-specific expertise (over tactical piloting) as the value driver, pilots have varying degrees of interest in post-mission work. For P9, it is not a priority: “A lot of my stuff I guess is being at the front end of flying part and not so much of the production end... So I have done that side, but the majority of what I do is is really the capture, and then pass on the data, the raw data.”

Data handling is often not routine. Stakeholder needs and pilots’ involvement in data handling may vary from mission to mission. Often pilots are adept in using a range of software and other tools that add value to the job:

- I use, eh... all programs are from, eh, Adobe. So I use Adobe Premiere Pro, called the movie editor... I edit the film and, and images, uh, in the editor... and send over to the customer then as they want it. [P2]
- It depends a bit on the customer. Sometimes they want to process data themselves, then just hand over the material itself, whether it is film or photo, or a combination of film or photo. Then you hand over these files just to the client, then they process, because they can sometimes have systems like that I do not have access to. And they do not want anyone to process that. But then it could also be that I make an ortho-photo, so paste all these photos together into such a large map. And I do that in a software program, a GIS program then. If it’s a movie, it can happen that I edit the movie. If someone, uh, a landowner wants to see his final felling, I then cut the film together in such cases and then send to the landowner. So it can be very different. There is nothing standardized, it is different. And when it comes to research, it is sometimes the case that in Excel you then produce different things and make tables and diagrams or something clear. [P3]

Challenges exist in handling of drone data: e.g. finding or developing specific software to perform certain tasks, tedious manual tasks which could potentially be automated, estimating and communicating the costs of data handling, and coordinating with different stakeholders. While current HDI research focuses on the flight itself, topics in post-flight work may be opportunities where future HDI research may create value. Pilots’ statements below exemplify:

- We have been in contact with both [Research Institutes] in Linköping and also Stockholm University. There are some, eh, guys and girls who research about that kind of thing, so hopefully, so if a person I want to collaborate with appears, who adds an AI software then, to interpret field material better or easier. So that you get away from the time-consuming manual review. [P3]
- Often the clients will think, “after the drone mission everything should be in the report.” But the drone gathers so much quality data, many gigabytes. So we need more time to look over the data. Sometimes it is important to get hold of the correct people from the client side – you need data from coastal officers, telecom engineers, electrical engineers... [P8]

Overall, the forestry pilot, [P3], suggested that AI could add value to the tedious task of manually finding infected trees, a task part of the data handling. Meanwhile, the energy engineer, [P8] described how several stakeholders may be engaged in the data handling process. This suggests a need for HDI research on how to support data handling. Design recommendation for HDI research: The need for data handling depends on the type of mission and the industry and several stakeholders may be involved where support tools, such as AI, could reduce workload.

4.5 Experience, Learning, and Extracurriculars

The frequency of our pilots’ drone missions varied between once every two weeks and more than seven missions per week. For many, piloting is only one among many professional responsibilities. For example, P10 had duties as a geologist and inspector at an engineering consultancy, the drone being but one tool that he utilizes in his job. Even those with piloting as their main responsibility have significant peripheral workloads, e.g. client relations and business development. The frequency of their drone operations also varied over time. P8, who typically works on inspecting oil and gas industry assets as well as bridges, sometimes flies 2-3 times per week, but also takes on periods of office work: “When working with offshore operations, then we are flying everyday. Then when we are coming back for maintenance, fault reporting something like that... It is more of a concentrating period flying drones.”

Pilots agree that investing in training, certification, and continuous learning is worthwhile. The scope of their learning is broad, ranging across piloting techniques, peripheral software and systems, data analysis, and regulations. The core doctrine in training is that drones, albeit small, are aircraft; subject to many of the same considerations that apply to larger passenger- or cargo-bearing aircraft with whom they share the airspace. P9 gave the example of how he had to “be able to operate air band radio and talk to either other aircraft in a general capacity, or talk to the control tower controlled aerodrome.” However, there is diversity in terms of the forms and systematicity of pilots’ learning, depending on local regulations, their organization, and their industry. P5 explained that the Swedish police have developed their own curriculum, taught over ten days to cover “flight training with air regulations, air traffic radio, aviation system, flying procedures, flight training, principles, methodology. Yes, manual and night flying.” P9 took part in a training program on his own accord, where “over five days you learn how to read aeronautical maps, you learn about the law, you learn about the operating principles of the aircraft, learn about the batteries. So there’s a wide range of things that you that your cover, not just the ten dot points that you might get when you’re on your own by a drone, and you know, don’t fly closer than 30 meters from people and don’t fly here.” US-based participants had studied for and taken exams, as P4 recounts:

There are federal aviation laws that are under the jurisdiction of the FAA – Federal Aviation Administration.
Table 3: Experience, Certification, and Equipment of our Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missions per Week (approx.)</th>
<th>Years of Experience</th>
<th>Certificate</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Licence from AOPA (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1 year Commercial Pilot education (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 year Commercial Pilot education (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Drone pilot license, FAA (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Police-licensed UAS pilot (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>7+</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Certified Commercial Drone Pilot (Part 107) (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>License from AOPA (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Certified Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>RePL (Australia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Unofficial 2-day training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Things like, where you can fly, military operation zones, air spaces, airports... That dictates generally how you operate, at what elevation, what to pay attention to, across the federal airspace, and most of these rules are also global. For example drones globally are not allowed to fly over 400 feet. That’s about a hundred and thirty meters. This is in the US as well as it’s a global rule, but then federally the US has its own rules and operations. And then the Part 107 is the exam that allows... So the FAA administers many piloting exams and the ones that is for a drone pilots who want to run commercial operations is the Part 107. So there’s multiple topics that I studied for that are covered under this under the Part 107 that I took.

Even as autonomous flight technologies proliferate, professionals believe that education and training is essential “the main way to avoid [accidents] is to train. Most of these are mistakes by less experienced people. Another way is to make the drones autonomous... But still the precondition is that the pilot is well trained, even with autonomous features” [P1].

For continuous learning and development, many participants habitually consult various online resources (apps, forums, YouTube, etc.), as well as more experienced peers. P6 also stressed the value of learning from the experts, reaching out to advanced drone pilots and manufacturers as a community: “...It’s really just going out and flying, and meeting people who are in the same circle.”

In organizations where drone work is becoming increasingly in use (e.g. P10’s structural engineering consultancy), internal networks are being built as support platforms. In P10’s case this was a self-organized network of more than 10 pilots, distributed across Sweden, keeping contact via internal company communications. In another point, some pilots have strong opinions about how training and certification should be mandatory for all drone activities, including hobbyists and researchers. The primary concern is safety, but the reputation of their profession is seen to be at stake.

[People who lack training] can, like, lose control with the hand control, and they can run away and, and many may not really understand that a drone can actually be a potential death machine. If it falls down and ends up in the head, or in an inappropriate place, it’s really dangerous. I do not think people are aware of it, therefore I believe that everyone who is going to fly drones must go some form of training. Hobby pilots should not have the same rights to fly at all, I was about to say. I do not think you should be able to fly drones without some form of training, which you can do today... I do not like hobby aviators because they destroy for us working professionally with drones. It is a giant scourge for us. And that, we are seldom taken seriously, we who work professionally with this, because the hobby pilots have, as it were, ruined the market a bit, which is sad. [P3]

A lot of hobby type of people may not want to pay that money and do a five day course to learn all the all the rules... And the hobby drone can give the commercial sector, I guess a bad look... If there’s a couple of people not doing the right thing, then it gives a poor image, and that’s a hard thing to overcome. [P9]

I am really looking forward to when we will have a complete system with the certification, or kind of driver’s license, and identification system. That will be good improvement for everything. [P10]

In addition, a deeper issue in the lagging regulation was spotted; that it did not support the police’s work: “It must be easier for the good in society to remove the bad machines in the air...get the legislation to keep up with...right now it is limited by the police’s work for personal integrity...we do not do that today, because we have neither the technology nor the legal support for it” [P5].

Many professional pilots also take up flying drones as a leisure activity. Some (e.g. P2, P4, P8) have started out as hobbyists, and later began using drones professionally; and some (e.g. P10) took up
drones as a professional tool, and later explored leisurely uses. P4, who shoots artistic photography, straddles the boundary, labeling himself a “prosumer.” P2 mentioned a mistake he did as a beginner:

I would film horses too. It was not good. That, I had to cancel it immediately. It did not work. It was just personal, uh, fun, but it absolutely did not work. [laughs] They were terrified, those horses! [P2]

P10 would use a personal drone during leisure time, and then diverge from the best practices to experiment with new boundaries:

For example, when we were in the forests, we could use it daily... [We] marked each other and then try to run away from the drone or something. Try to have the Drone in front of you, and see how well it clears off trees... We use it quite a lot, all these different methods... To have a drone quite close to you instead of someone hanging around with a camera... So it’s more of a toy and in that respect. Something to play with. I think it’s a good way for [my daughter] to learn how to make movies. [P10]

Drones are a relatively new technology. It appears that the recent history of commercial applications is closely tied to the drone manufacturer DJI. While all of our participants used some kind of DJI drones, some also mentioned other vendors they used and developed for specific operations (indoor inspections and heavy payloads). The experiences of our participants thus related to the history of DJI’s products. DJI’s Phantom series of drones first launched in 2013, the Inspire series in 2014, the industrial Matrice series in 2015, and the Mavic series in 2016,” and the drone-flying experiences of our pilots range from 1-8 years (see table 3). Pilot training and on boarding are gaps in HDI research [4]. Interestingly, designing drone behaviors to communicate intuitively with naive users and bystanders [18, 29] are a design challenge that figure prominently in research. Future work might explore how to facilitate pilot training, designing tools and programs for learning best practices, and embedding best practices into interaction designs for drone products. Design recommendation for HDI research: Differentiating between hobbyist and professional piloting is needed, as well as regulations, training and networks to make any type of drone practice in society more safe.

4.6 Expectations

Our interviews with the pilots have also revealed expectations regarding technology, training, regulation, and market. Examples include:

- Public acceptance (e.g. P9) and market acceptance (e.g. P1)
- Regulations that restrict hobbyists (e.g. P3), keep up with the technological development (e.g. P6), and support professional practices (e.g. P5)
- Education and training support (e.g. P4)
- Software to automate data consumption, analysis, and interpretation (e.g. P3)
- Reliable and validated procedures for particular data collection and analysis scenarios (e.g. P6)
- Incremental improvements over a constellation of related technologies: battery life, wireless communication, sensor resolution, mechanical fault diagnosis and tolerance, computer vision, etc.

Thus, while the HDI community tends to focus on moments where drone is in the air, our participants have diverse needs that figure before and after missions, as well as during. We see numerous opportunities for HCI research to create value at the intersections of traditional industries, emerging drone technologies, and hobbyist practices. Many of these opportunities are predicated on following the conventional HDI research wisdom of adopting user- and task-centered approaches.

5 DISCUSSION

It is evident from the findings that the pilots’ work is much more complex and requires knowledge and skills beyond manually controlling a drone. We observe that being a drone pilot is not an occupation in itself, but pilots are often experts within specific industries and knowledge domains, using drones as tools for delivering different kinds of data to meet specific needs. Safety and security are foremost in their drone missions, but they also have to meet specific needs of clients. In order to deliver drone missions in a safe and professional way, they use various resources to check pertinent regulations and inform relevant stakeholders that include authorities, nearby facilities, workers in the same organization, lay bystanders, clients, and more. The pilots were concerned about safety even from the planning and preparing stage. On site they had to take both internal factors (e.g. technological limitations) and external factors (e.g. new bystanders, weather, or even magnetic field effects) into account to assess the risks dynamically. These professionals are competent to satisfy all of these aspects primarily because they have had the training and education, so that they are proficient in drone operations and knowledgeable about the up-to-date regulations. However, we observed that their practice can also be challenged by public (e.g. privacy) and legal aspects (e.g. regulations that are lagging behind). Though every single use case is unique and may derive its own context-specific implications, the commonality emerged from the data unfolds an unexplored picture of the professional pilots’ work - what actually matters to them and where such complexity resides.

This leads to the following design recommendations for HDI research:

- Carefully consider existing values, such as imaging, in industry to develop functionalities and applications of drones.
- Consider that professional pilots are foremost experts of a specific business and its values - piloting is second.
- Develop an inclusive infrastructure for pilots.
- Support on-site preparations: final checks, communication, signage and signaling to improve safety.
- Support pilots to estimate the risk of signal loss and battery drain for missions in different types of conditions
- Consider that drone piloting conducted without a partner or a team can be difficult and unsafe, for example due to bystanders.
- Drone noise concerns safety issues, power relations, and other interests among stakeholders and bystanders.

• Consider proactive design and communication strategies for hazard prevention in high-risk maneuvers.
• The need for data handling depends on the type of mission and the industry and several stakeholders may be involved where support tools, such as AI, could reduce workload.
• Differentiating between hobbyist and professional piloting is needed, as well as regulations, training and networks to make any type of drone practice in society more safe.

The design recommendations, based on an empirical study of professional drone pilots, set an important empirical foundation for future development of professional practice, applications, training, regulations and legislation, and many other aspects in HDI research. Another future research area is to take a closer look at the interfaces used for piloting drones, from tablet-based displays to physical controllers. Moreover, a promising area for future research is to compare perspectives of professional and hobbyist practices to get a more holistic view of societal concerns and opportunities for HDI.

Our study has also explored how regulations are working out in practice and why informing diverse stakeholders is important, which is valuable to ground further regulatory development and necessary ethical considerations. Since the risk assessment (e.g. avoid flying close to people, animals and obstacles) and work tasks (e.g. use drones to conduct a surveillance mission by police) are supposed to be supported by regulations, it will create much value by delving into how an intended application may be affected by current laws and regulations. This also suggests that more researchers in HCI could engage in safety concerns when developing applications. More particularly, we find that highlighting a variety of situations of use and how a drone might be a safety risk can be part of research activities, such as actively engaging in potential use situations where children, cars, cyclists or other bystanders appear unexpectedly.

5.1 Limitations

Even if our drone pilots represent a wide range of industries, there are still many other industries that were not covered, such as delivery services and medical emergencies. Even if we found that our 10 participants successfully gave saturated findings and revealed shared concerns and practices, complementary studies are needed to reveal greater variations and details of practices within each industry. This is one limitation of the presented study, and future research could look more closely at each industry in order to get a more detailed and rich account of a specific practice.

Another limitation of our method is that the data is fully self reported, and insights only reveal what was considered to be significant or relevant by the participants themselves. We believe that the presented work opens up for future ethnographic observations, which may provide a more direct understanding of the practice and also support taking a critical perspective of what is actually happening on site when drones are in use.

Finally, it is also apparent the skewness of genders in our participant group of professional pilots is a limitation which can be further researched. An attempt to identify the causes that lead to a lack of gender diversity in the discipline appears warranted.

6 CONCLUSION

We present results from an interview study with 10 professional drone pilots, aiming to contribute a perspective on real-world, practical, and professional considerations – the state of practice – relevant for human-drone interaction (HDI). From pilots’ accounts of their practices and considerations, we extracted implications and design recommendations for HDI research. To our knowledge, this is the first research on professional practices of drone pilots which maintains a focus on real use situations in industry, while expressly aiming to contribute to HCI and HDI research.

Highlights from these implications and our design recommendations are as follows:

(1) Safety is the top priority of professional drone pilots. In contrast, safety appears to be at best a secondary concern in HDI research, especially in empirical experiments. Future research can use the state of practice as a starting point for reinforcing this dimension.

(2) Professional drone applications are almost always predicated on industry-specific expertise; and the requirements of professional stakeholders differ from everyday use cases. HDI research has a rich tradition of ethnographic research, which may be applied across traditional industries to reveal novel value in HDI.

(3) Only a small proportion of a professional pilot’s work involves flying the drone. Preparations and industry specific tasks dominate. The concerns on safety also cover topics regarding training, regulatory development, norms at work etc. However, current HDI research almost exclusively focuses on flight moments. There are numerous opportunities for HDI research and design to expand beyond flight, taking a comprehensive and holistic system view of drone work.

The integration of these into future work can serve to reinforce the ecological validity of HDI research, align research concepts with current stakeholder requirements, create novel inventions, and expand the impact of research.
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